Abstract
Introduction
Neurophysiological Apparatus. Extracellular voltage fluctuations were recorded using acute linear Field Potential (LFP). Spiking activity was extracted from the 30kHz broadband signal as described 148 below.
149
The NSP also recorded non-neurophysiological analog signals related to monitor (i.e., a photodiode 150 signal; OSI Optoelectronics) and eye position (i.e., voltage output of eye tracking system) which were 151 digitized and stored at 30 and 1 kHz, respectively. The NSP stored timestamped event markers sent from 152 the behavioral control system (MonkeyLogic). These timestamps and the photodiode signal were used 153 to align the time-varying intracranial data with the occurrence of key visual and behavioral events. 
169
We then adjusted the time point to correspond with the point of maximum slope within this window, i.e.
170
aligning to the spike waveform. For all MUA signals, a "multiunit" describes the neuronal signal 171 extracted using the techniques described above from a single microelectrode from a single penetration.
172
We also extracted single-unit activity (SUA) via Kilosort, an unsupervised machine-learning spike-
173
sorting algorithm (Pachitariu et al., 2016) . A major benefit of using Kilosort for extracting single-unit 174 activity from linear electrode arrays is that neurons that produce a signal on more than one 175 microelectrode are not counted more than once. We used the default parameters for sorting and cluster 176 merging, so we focus here on our customized post-processing steps only. For all clusters detected by 177 Kilosort, we extracted +/-1 ms of data around each spike from the original broadband signal for each 178 simultaneously recorded electrode contact. We averaged across all extracted impulses to create a 179 spatiotemporal map of the spike waveform (time x electrode contacts). To be included in the study, the 180 region of the spatiotemporal waveform map that exceeded +/-30% of maximum modulus had to span 181 less than 0.9 ms and 3 neighboring microelectrode channels (0.3 mm). Clusters that met these criteria 182 were localized to the microelectrode with the largest amplitude.
183
Spike rates for each dMUA and SUA were limited to 1 kHz (except Figure 2f) . times were converted to a time-varying signal using 0 to represent time points without an impulse and 1
191
for time points where an impulse was detected, and then convolved. After convolution, the signal was 192 multiplied by the sampling frequency to convert units to spikes per s.
193
Current source density (CSD) analysis was performed on the LFP signal using an estimate of the 194 second spatial derivative appropriate for multiple contact points (Nicholson and Freeman, 1975) . 
255
Determining Orientation Tuning and Ocular-Bias: As stimulus orientation is the critical 256 differentiating variable in the Dichoptic Paradigm, we limited our analysis to orientation-tuned units.
257
Orientation tuning was determined by analyzing monocular and dioptic data from each the Tuning and extracted from the RFMs, we averaged the two sets of measures, rounding inwards.
286
We used a well-established and histologically-verified neurophysiological method to functionally Total number of single units isolated across 30 total penetrations (6 in Monkey 2), for each population (columns) and binocular stimulus condition (rows). See Methods for details on single-unit extraction and classification.
Results

299
The first objective of this study was to compare the time course of V1 spiking between monocular 
318
We focused our study on the spiking activity of individually isolated V1 neurons, a.k.a. single-unit 319 activity (SUA, n = 152; see Methods). As stimulus orientation was the critical differentiating feature 320 between congruent and incongruent binocular stimulation conditions, we limited our analysis to V1 units 321 with a significant main effect of stimulus orientation (n = 95). We further separated these units based on 322 ocularity (Table 1; Figure 1j ). Specifically, we divided units that exhibited significant response 323 preferences for one eye, which we termed ocular-biased, from units that did not, which we termed as well as the bottom of layer 4C using a variety of electrophysiological criteria (Figure 2 , Methods).
426
Using these functionally defined cortical depth markers, we assigned each microelectrode contact of the 
